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The main goal of this course is to give students a deeper insight into the
foundations of mathematics in which Mathematical Logic, and especially one of its
areas, axiomatic Set Theory, plays the most important role.
Entry competences: elementary Set Theory.

Upon successful completion of this course students will be able to:
- evaluate the development of Mathematical Logic in terms of its relation to the
foundations of Mathematics, explain and evaluate historical role of Cantor’s naive
approach to Set Theory
- define axiomatically Propositional Logic and First Order logic (Propositional
Calculus PC and Deductive Calculus DC, Predicate Calculus PC)
- define axiomatically Set Theory using the Zermelo-Frankel system of axioms
- using resolution or tableau test satisfiability, validity and logical consequence, for a
given formula find its prenex normal form, disjunctive normal form and conjunctive
normal form
- give a formal proof of a formula within a calculus (PC or PD)
- compute cardinality of sets given in various ways
- apply cardinal and ordinal numbers arithmetic and order between cardinals and
ordinals
- characterize order types of the sets N, Z, Q and R
- apply transfinite induction
- Introduction: Historical overview (1)
- Propositional Logic: syntax and semantics (2)
- Normal forms (1)
- Propositional Calculus (2)
- Deductive Calculus (2)
- First order theories. syntax and semantics (2)
- Prenex normal form (1)
- Predicate Calculus (1)
- Cantor’s “naive” approach to Set Theory. Paradoxes (1)
- The Zermelo-Frankel system of axioms (2)
- Relations and functions (1)
- Inductive and transitive sets (1)
- The Axiom of choice. The function of choice. A family of sets. The product of set
family (1)
- Finite and infinite sets (1)
- Equipotent sets. Cardinal numbers. The Cantor-Bernstein theorem (1)
- Countable sets (1)
- Uncountable sets. Continuum. The continuum hypothesis (2)
- Partial orders. Total orders. Isomorphisms of ordered sets. Order types (2)
- Characterizations of the ordered sets N, Z, Q and R (2)
- Well-ordered sets. Ordinal numbers. Transfinite induction. The Buralli-Forti
paradox (2)
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